
Year 7 Homework List 

Tone Mark Making
1. Produce a line drawing of an interesting food item or soft toy.
2. Produce a Tonal study of an interesting food item or soft toy.
3. Research an artist  who paints still life Paul Cezanne, Giorgio Morandi, Sarah Graham, 

Ralph Goings. Fact file imagery and analysis of work. 
4. Produce a study of interesting 3d object from each viewpoint.
5. Research the artist Vincent Van Gogh. Fact file, imagery and produce an analysis of his 

work .

Colour
1. Produce a Funky Shaped Colour Wheel using media of your choice – pencil/paint.
2. Produce a pencil study of Vincent Van Gogh’s limited colour palette landscapes. 
3. Produce a COLOURED pencil study of a landscape that explores texture and form using 

appropriate techniques and skills learnt. 
4. Research the artist Hundertwasser. Fact file images and analysis.
5. Study the Art work of the artist Hundertwasser. 
6. Produce an image of a landscape that uses colour in an Expressive way. Perhaps look at 

the effect of weather/natural disasters – hurricane, earthquake, tsunami, etc.

Textile Landscape 
1. Create a landscape inspiration Board annotate with personal thoughts about the 

imagery. 
2. Create a range of rubbings and studies that explores textures and surfaces of a journey 

you make within your environment.
3. Analyse an artist image in relation to the compositional elements involved with it –

Vincent Van Gogh, William Turner, Claude Monet Paul Signac.
4. Produce a collage of landscape using paper.
5. Research the artist Gustav Klimt Fact file, images and analysis.
6. Study the art work of the artist Klimt.
7. Create a tactile landscape of an image off your  moodboard – use media to reflect the 

surfaces.



Year  8 Homework List 

Aboriginal Art 
1. Produce a coloured study of an Aboriginal Painting. You could work with pencil, paints, pastels, collage –

the choice is yours.

2. Produce a coloured study of a landscape You could work with pencil, paints, pastels, collage – the choice 
is yours.

3. Create symbols that reflect a family members day in their life.
4. Create a composition using symbols created that reflect a family members day in their life.

Artist Concept 

1. Research the history of one of the following sculptors – Barbara Hepworth, Antony Gormley, Rachel 
Whiteread, Jacob Epstein, Alberto Giacometti (Darcy Turner)

2. Gather images of the sculptors work you researched previously in task 1.

3. Produce a coloured/ tonal study of your favourite image from homework 2. 

Cubism
1. Create an A4 coloured study of your favourite still life from either Paul Cezanne, Claude Monet, Jan 

Davidzs De Heem, Mary Feden.
2. Produce a study of a still life (containing at least 3 items) in the style of the artist you looked at in 

homework 1.
3. Research one of the following Cubist artists – Georges Braque, Juan Gris, Fernand Leger, Pablo 

Picasso – Fact file, imagery and personal thoughts about work.
4. Produce a coloured study of your favourite image from homework 3.Review what you produced well 

and could improve.
5. Create a compositional study of kitchen equipment that explores tone, texture, shape, form, lighting 

etc. from 2 different angles.
6. Convert homework 4 into a Cubist image – line drawing only.
7. Add colour to homework 6  applying the Cubist theories about colour.


